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Archive Deal Information

Pending decomission of space on: 4/29/14 Adjust
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Archive Deal Information

Select folder for storage. Select

Valuation Results have been posted by the financial team. The Deal Lead sends a notification to the Investee Deal 
Lead seeking Review and Valuation approval. The Investee Deal Lead approves, and both parties sign the contract 
which is posted for the Deal Lead in the Deal Space. The Successful Deal is now set for closeout. In this screen, the 
successful deal has been closed. The Deal Lead can still access the space, although there is a suggested decomission 
date (which the Deal Lead can override.) The Deal Lead clicks the “archive deal information” button to store the data 
from the deal.  
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Decomission Place

Are you sure you want to decomission your account with SwiftScale?
Before you select okay please review the following notice:

Once decomissioned from SwiftScale:

1. Your customer access will be revoked

2. Your private data will be deleted

3. Your public data will be aggregated into the central statistical pool

4. You de-identified private data will be aggregated into the statistical 
pool

5. Your resources will be released

Before decomissioning place, please review your data and make sure
it is appropriately filed as public or private.

I have reviewed my data, and it is appropriately filed

To Decomission please enter your password and your SS number

Messenger

The Deal Lead wants to decomission their account. By doing so they acknowledge that their identified private data 
will be deleted, their un-identified private data, and their public data will be integrated into the central statistical 
pool. They will be asked to review their data, and required to re-enter their password and SS-number (or security 
question answer, or something) to confirm their identity before decomissioning the account.



The account has been decomissioned. To log in the user must create a new account.
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Learn More...

Manage Your Deal & Be a Part
of a Community of Practice

What is Swift Scale?
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laoreet. Curabitur adipiscing luctus massa. 
Integer ut purus ac augue commodo commo-
do. Nunc nec mi eu justo tempor consec-
tetuer. Etiam vitae nisl. In dignissim lacus ut 
ante. Cras elit lectus, bibendum a, adipiscing 

Log In

Join the Community of Investment PractitionersSign Up to Start an Organization Space

Browse the Community Plan your Deal
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2Manage your deal: Working with the Community:


